
EXPLORING THE GENESIS OF THE CONFLICT IN THE FORMER

PORTUGUESE SOUTHEAST ASIAN COLONY OF EAST TIMOR

onies are postconflict societies suggesting special needs and pri orities also including nation sights to be gained from
new textual readings of colonial history such as tested against the example of Portugal's Southeast Asian colony of last
two with the explicit goals of exploring resources in the Afri can colonies.

Trading contacts were limited and non-violent. Initially, Indonesian agro-military interests focused on the
appropriation of existing, if lapsed, Portuguese colonial coffee assets, due in large part to the immediate
revenue possibilities Fitzpatrick  By the end of , most of the population had fled into the mountains. This
argument, which was used to justify the invasion in , is questionable, to say the least. Doing so will require us
to raise two fundamental questions, regarding the period in particular. The use of military force to eradicate
resistance and produce obedient Indonesian citizens was combined with sustained efforts to promote
increasing economic development and the provision of state-based services. While these divisions and
coalitions underpin the impulses and periodic expressions of communal violence, they also provide clues to
understanding the dynamics of postcolonial development politics Shepherd and McWilliam  National Political
Commissioner Mari Alkatiri conducted a diplomatic tour of Africa, gathering support from governments there
and elsewhere. Although cultural hierarchies remained implicit, cultural improvement carried strong
emancipatory overtones compared to the previous biological framing of racial difference. According to
Indonesian sources, the occupation resulted in at least , deaths, of which 80, victims during military operations
and 70, dead during the famines of the s Durand,  But they would never allow either to intervene in the
government of their country. It is moving towards the establishment of numerous legal and other institutions
to address human rights concerns, such as by the creation after of the Office of the Ombudsman for Human
Rights and Justice. Much of this production derived from a core of 13, of the estimated 45, smallholder coffee
producers Columbia University  In May , ten months after the start of this crisis, the Indonesian economy,
weakened by corruption and nepotism, showed the extent of its fragility, when it was revealed that two-thirds
of Indonesians were living below the poverty line. Firstly, there was a mass of some 1, peasants who were
each allocated one or two hectares of land for cultivation. While the problem was relatively simple, he was
obliged to pass the petition on to the government, which did not take the issue seriously enough, ordering the
soldiers to return to their barracks pending an internal investigation. Dunn 35 for example, remarks on the
persistent manifestations of colonial servility reflected in the actions of ordinary Timorese towards the
authorities. Images broadcast on Western TV provoked protests from countries including Canada and the
Netherlands, and prompting the United States to freeze military assistance. The Indonesian army unilaterally
broke the ceasefire in August , with the launch of an operation aimed at mopping up the remnants of the rebel
forces. Rather, it appears that the introduction of the head tax had the effect of augmenting traditional patterns
of enslavement as trading in vassals enabled some to meet the mandatory head tax where abled bodied
individuals might be worth anything from two to ten buffalo. Not only has the government failed to cover a
third of its budget, but the promises of assistance or pensions to the poor and veterans have been slow to
materialise, fuelling discontent. These disorders caused fighting and excesses on both sides, including
summary executions of prisoners. Other forms of birth control consisted of killing newborn children of women
who were suspected of being associated with the Fretilin. As indicated in the introduction to this article, the
mooted Memorandum of Understanding for GT Leste Biotech to develop the USD million, , hectare sugar
cane plantation with an integrated ethanol plant and power generation facility is a case in point. The
Netherlands held West Timor until , when it granted independence to all of Dutch-held Indonesia. The forced
labour system provided short-term labour needs, while captives from pacification wars served illegally as
plantation slaves and covered long-term needs Clarence Smith ; Gunn  Tidings such as these fed the growing
scepticism with which Portuguese colonialism was regarded internationally, and inside Portugal this news may
have contributed to the fall of the republican government in Clarence-Smith  A delegation of Indonesian relief
workers agreed with this statistic. At that time, swift reaction by the Portuguese army discouraged the
Indonesian military to take their attack further. Its judicial and legal institutions are also being re-established
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with the assistance of the international community. The young children who were spared were taken back to
Dili in trucks. Although no Timorese leaders were invited to the talks, Fretilin sent a message expressing their
desire to work with Portugal. Secondly, there was a large pool of seasonal labourers drawn predominantly
from the upland area of neighbouring Quelicai, who came to the lowlands with their buffaloes for use in land
preparation and their rice cultivation skills. Ximenes  Yet, while there, he never saw more than three whites,
two of whom were priests. Liurai were effectively transformed into individual benefactors and, paradoxically,
the institution of communal plantations had only served to contribute to this concentration of land-use and the
privileged status of a class of higher-ranking indigenous subjects Carvalho  Military commanders were placed
under the jurisdiction of the Fomento to carry out its instructionsâ€”building nurseries, germinating seeds, and
transplanting seedlings to any place deemed appropriate for coffee or coconut production. Violent clashes and
riots erupted soon after the East Timorese population voted massively for independence from Indonesia, seen
by most outside observers to have been instigated by the Indonesian military and aided by Timorese
pro-Indonesia militias. Severe repression ensued. Her call met with the refusal of General Wiranto,
commander of the Indonesian armed forces, who was not about to let the UN run the process. No one wanted
to come to this remote and disease-prone destination. It is important to note that during the second half of the
nineteenth century, coffee cultivation proceeded as a negotiation between the Portuguese and the liurai. The
vast majority, perhaps as much as 90 percent, of East Timorese are Catholics, as a legacy of the Portuguese
colonial era, but there is also a non-negligible Muslim minority at perhaps 3 percent, though its exact size is
contested.


